To Whom It May Concern:

The following corrections have been made to the electronic grant application, Grants.Gov Tracking Number Grant000999999.

- “Type of Application” has been corrected to reflect a resubmission of 1-S10-RR011111-01
- “PD/PI Division” has been modified to reflect the Medical School.
- “PD/PI position/title” has been modified to include Professor/Chairman.
- “Senior/Key Personnel” role has been modified to “Other *(specify)*” and listed as Major User to represent the major user group cohort.
- “Current and pending support documents” are included for PD/PI. Changing the Project Role from “Co-PI/PD” to “Other (specify)” and adding the Project Role Category of “Major User” should rectify this warning.

Contact me at john.q.grant@uth.tmc.edu for any additional information necessary.

Sincerely,

John Q. Grant